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Introduction
A press release is a formal piece of communication 

that announces something newsworthy and is written 

for journalists and those working in press and media 

outlets. 

A press release can be sent to editors and journalists 

working at newspapers, magazines, radio stations, 

online media, television companies and any 

organisation that may be interested in sharing and/or 

reporting about the story behind the press release. 

Whatever you’re announcing or promoting — a new 

show, an exhibition, a tour, one-off event, special 

announcement or launching a new product — a well 

written press release can help capture the attention of 

a journalist and help secure press coverage. 

Journalists are increasingly working within smaller 

teams, with limited resources and time. This can be 

used to your advantage. A well written and presented 

press release can enable an editor or journalist 

to quickly decide whether it’s relevant to their 

publication. If the content can be used without editing 

it’s more likely to be published. 

“If you don’t draw the journalist into 
the story of your press release from 
your opening line then you’ve lost 
them forever.”

Evadney Campbell, MBE

Director, Shiloh PR
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Planning your Press Release

Before you start writing your press release you need 

to ask yourself: what’s newsworthy about this press 

release? What’s the story and what’s ‘new’ within that 

story?

Pull-out the interesting elements of your story — the 

unusual or the unexpected — the elements that will 

capture the attention of an editor or journalist. 

When you email your press release clearly label it 

Press Release and include an eye-capturing subject 

line. Make it easy for the journalist to understand what 

the press release is about. 

Editors and journalists receive lots of press releases 

each day and they don’t have time to decipher what 

each one is about. Having a clear, descriptive and 

concise subject line that states what the press release 

is about will help. Most journalists will decide whether 

to read your email based on that subject line.

Keep the press release to about one side of A4 and 

paste it within the body of your email as well as 

adding it as an attachment — journalists don’t have 

time to download press releases to read them.



Research 

Spend time researching the publications and 

journalists that are most relevant to your offer 

and your target audience, or who would be most 

interested in the story of your press release. 

Find the right media outlets for your story and your 

offer. These could be local and/or national press; local 

and/or national TV and radio; specialist publications; 

social media; partner organisations; freelance 

journalists and commentators. 

Target your media and target your journalists. Identify 

the best person to send your press release at each 

publication or media outlet and personalise your email 

to them. 

The more you can demonstrate your knowledge about 

the journalist, editor or publication in your covering 

email the more likely your press release will be 

considered. 

Writing your Press Release

The first line or paragraph of your press release is the 

most important. It should succinctly summarise your 

story and contain the most important elements; ideally 

the five ‘Ws’ — the who, what, where, why and when 

of your story. 

Quotes — make sure that whoever you quote are able/

willing and most importantly available to undertake 

interviews at the time that your press release is 

circulated. It’s important that you facilitate follow-up 

interviews so only put your contact details on the 

press release.

Write your press release in the style and format of the 

publication you’re targeting — this is where your earlier 

research and targeted approach will come into play. 

Make sure you know publication dates so that you can 

send your press release at the most appropriate time. 

The press release should be written in the third person 

with quotes written in the first person.

Think about what’s happening in the wider world. How 

can you link your story to local or current events?
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Structure of a Press Release

Logo

Your organisastion’s logo

Contact information

Contact [name / organisation]

Phone [landline / mobile]

Email [email address]

Website [website link that contains more information]

The contact should be the person who can deal with 

all press enquiries, including organising interviews 

with relevant people, and who is in contact with those 

quoted in the press release. 

Release date

This is the date when the information within the press 

release can be published. It can be For immediate 

release or Embargoed until … [date].

Headline

The headline should grab the journalist’s attention and 

draw them in to read the press release.



Subheading

Not all releases need a subheading, but if you’re going 

to use one, make sure it’s descriptive. 

Dateline

Include your location, and the date of the release, i.e. 

when the information can be published. [For example: 

Cambridge, 8 January 2019]

First paragraph

The first line or paragraph is the most important part 

of the press release. It’s your opportunity to set up 

and capture the essence of your story in a single 

sentence or two. 

Second paragraph

This is where you can add more information and set 

up the story for the journalist, giving some more 

background or putting context especially if it’s on the 

back of current news. 

Body

This is where you give all the relevant information for 

your reader, facts, stats, testimonials, quotes and other 

third-party information. Write with your audience in 

mind. Any information that is not being used to ‘sell’ 

the story should be added to Notes to Editor.  

Quotes

While the press release is written in the third person, 

quotes should be written in the first person and 

should be personal and attributed to a named person.

Final paragraph

Finish the press release with a round-up final 

paragraph. The key is to keep the length of your press 

release to one page of A4.  

ENDS

The convention is to end the press release with ENDS 

in caps.

Notes to editor

This is where you can put all the information that is 

not being used to sell the story including background 

information about your organisation and the people 

quoted in the press release. Anything that you think 

would be of interest to editors and journalists but not 

relevant to the press release ‘story’.
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